
Object Allocation in Distributed Databases and Mobile Computers�Yixiu Huang, Ouri WolfsonElectrical Engineering and Computer Science DepartmentUniversity of IllinoisChicago, Illinois 60680AbstractThis paper makes two contributions. First, we intro-duce a model for evaluating the performance of da-ta allocation and replication algorithms in distributeddatabases. The model is comprehensive in the sensethat it accounts for I/O cost, for communication cost,and for limits on the minimumnumber of copies of theobject (to ensure availability).The second contribution of this paper is the intro-duction and analysis of an algorithm for automatic dy-namic allocation of replicas to processors. Using thenew model, we compare the performance of the tra-ditional read-one-write-all static allocation algorithm,to the performance of the dynamic allocation algorith-m. As a result, we obtain the relationship betweenthe communication cost and I/O cost for which staticallocation is superior to dynamic allocation, and therelationships for which dynamic allocation is superior.1. Introduction1.1 MotivationWe are presently moving towards a distributed,wholly interconnected information environment. Inthis environment an object will be accessed, i.e. readand written, from multiple locations that may be ge-ographically distributed world-wide. For example, inelectronic publishing a document (e.g. a newspaper,an article, a book) will be co-authored by multipleusers and read by many, in a distributed fashion.Financial-instruments' prices will be read and updat-ed from all over the world. An image, e.g. an X-ray,will be annotated by multiple hospitals and read bymany. In the mobile communication environments ofthe future (see [7, 15]) an identi�cation will be associ-ated with a user, rather than with a physical location,as is the case today. The location of the user will beupdated as a result of the user's mobility, and it will�This research was partially supported by NSF grant IRI-90-03341. It appears in the Proceedings of the 10-th In-ternational Conference on Data Engineering, pp. 20-29,February 1994, Houston, Texas

be read on behalf of the callers.In such environments, an object is usually replicat-ed, i.e. stored in the local database of multiple pro-cessors, for performance and availability. The objectis accessed as a result of requests issued by the proces-sors in the system. Each request has a cost in terms ofboth, communication and I/O. For example, a writerequest of the object usually results in the transmis-sion of the object to multiple processors (communica-tion cost), and each one of these processors outputsthe object to its local database that resides on disk(I/O cost).In mobile computing, the communication costs ofservicing access requests translates into signi�cantconsumption of preciously limited battery power. Ad-ditionally, the network-provider will charge a fee foreach (wireless transmission) message sent to (or re-ceived from) the mobile processor. In an ethernetenvironment, a higher communication cost implies ahigher load on the network, which, in turn, implies ahigher probability of contention on the communicationbus, and a higher response time; a higher I/O cost al-so negatively a�ects the response time. Therefore, itis important to optimize the cost of servicing a set ofaccess requests.1.2 The cost of access requestsAssume that the I/O cost of servicing an access re-quest, i.e. the cost of inputting (outputting) of theobject from (to) the local database, is cio. In terms ofcommunication, there are two types of messages asso-ciated with servicing access requests, control-messagesand data-messages. An example of a control messageis a request message, in which a processor p (that doesnot have a copy of the object) requests another pro-cessor q to transfer a copy of the object to p. A datamessage is a message in which the object is transmit-ted between processors. Control messages are usuallymuch shorter than data messages, therefore, di�erentcosts are associated with the two types of messages.The communication cost of a control-message is cc,and the communication costs of a data-message is cd.We distinguish between the stationary-computing1



(SC) cost model, in which cio > 0, and the mobile-computing (MC) cost model, in which cio = 0. Thereason for this is that in a mobile computing environ-ment the user is billed for every message, whereas I/Odoes not carry an out-of-pocket expense.In this paper we analyze the cost of servicing a set ofread-write requests for a single object. This set is usu-ally ordered by some concurrency-control mechanism,such that each read request accesses the most recentversion of the object (i.e. the version written by themost recent write request). The total cost (communi-cation + I/O) of servicing a read or write request de-pends on the allocation scheme of the object, namelythe set of processors that store the most recent versionof the object in their local databases.Loosely speaking, the larger the allocation schemethe smaller the cost of an average read-request, andthe bigger the cost of an average write request. Con-sider, for example, the cost of servicing a read requestissued by a processor s. If s is in the allocation scheme,then the cost of servicing the read request is cio, i.e.the I/O cost of inputing the latest version of the objectfrom the local database. If s is not in the allocationscheme, then the cost of servicing the read request iscc+cio+cd (cc is the cost of the request message sentfrom s to some processor y in the allocation scheme,cio is the cost of inputting the object from the localdatabase at y, and cd is the cost of transmitting theobject from y to s).1.3 Static versus dynamic allocationThe allocation scheme of an object is either dynamicor static, namely it either changes as the read-writerequests are executed, or it remains �xed.Given a priori information on the sequence of read-write requests and on the originating processor ofeach request, dynamic allocation is more e�cien-t. For example, consider the sequence of request-s r1r1r2w2r2r2r2 (r1 denotes a read request issuedby processor 1, w2 denotes a write request issued byprocessor 2, etc.). Suppose that the initial allocationscheme is f1g, namely there is a single copy of the ob-ject that is stored in the local database of processor1. Suppose that the fourth request, i.e. the write re-quest issued by 2, invalidates the copy of the object atprocessor 1 (using a control-message) and outputs theobject only in 2's local database, making processor 2the single member of the allocation scheme. Then thenext three read requests, issued by 2, can access theobject in the local database. Clearly, with this dynam-ic allocation that changes the allocation scheme fromf1g to f2g, the total cost (communication + I/O) ofexecuting the seven requests is lower than if the allo-cation scheme had stayed �xed at f1g.

1.4 Manual versus automatic allocation,and o�ine versus online allocationDynamic allocation of objects may be either manu-al, namely determined by the user, or it may be auto-matic, namely determined by the system.A user may want the system (rather than itself) todetermine whether or not the latest copy of the objectshould be allocated to its processor, for two reasons.First, she may not know the future expected frequencyof reading the object at her processor (since, for exam-ple, the object may be read in response to calls fromcustomers). Second, she may not know the frequencyat which the object is updated at other processors.In this paper we discuss automatic dynamic allo-cation. The allocation is performed by DistributedObject Management (DOM) algorithms. A DOM al-gorithm maps each request to a set of processors thatexecute the request, and it determines the allocationscheme of the object at any point in time. We dis-tinguish between online and o�ine DOM algorithms.An o�ine DOM algorithm, when servicing a request,has a priori knowledge of all the future requests. Anonline algorithm does not do so. The example in sub-section 1.3 demonstrates that dynamic allocation ismore e�cient for o�ine algorithms. In this paper westudy in detail static and dynamic allocation of onlinealgorithms.1.5 Paper organizationThe rest of the paper is organized as follows. In sec-tion 2 we introduce the dynamic allocation algorithmand present a summary of our results. In section 3 wepresent the model, we formalize the cost function, andwe de�ne distributed object management algorithms.In section 4 we de�ne the static allocation algorithm(SA) and the dynamic allocation algorithm (DA) interms of the proposed model, and we analyze them.In section 5 we compare our work with relevant liter-ature. Finally, in section 6 we summarize our resultsand discuss their extension to other models.2 Results summaryIn this paper we achieve two objectives. First, wepropose a model and a methodology to analyze andcompare online DOM algorithms. Basically, the pro-posed methodology to show that DOM algorithm Ais superior to DOM algorithm B, is as follows. First,show that A is �-competitive, i.e., there exists a con-stant � > 1 such that for any sequence s of read-writerequests: (the cost of A on s) � � � (the cost of theoptimal o�ine DOM algorithmon s). Then, show thatB is not �-competitive, i.e., that there are sequencesof requests for which (the cost of B) > � � (the cost2



of the optimal o�ine DOM algorithm). This meansthat in the worst case the cost of A is lower than thecost of B. We chose this approach since, in compar-ing algorithms, often the worst-case performance of analgorithm is a very good indicator of its average caseperformance. In other words, if algorithmA is superi-or to algorithm B in the worst case, then it is usuallysuperior on average. On the other hand, worst caseperformance is much more amenable to analysis.The second objective of this paper is to introducea new DOM algorithm, namely Dynamic Allocation(DA), and to compare it with the traditional read-one-write-all Static Allocation (SA) DOM algorithm.The comparison is performed using the methodologydiscussed above. Both the SA and the DA algorithmsare on-line, in the sense that they do not know thesequence of the requests a priori.In addition to performance, a DOM algorithm isalso a�ected by availability considerations. We assumethat the SA and DA algorithms are subject to thefollowing constraint "the allocation scheme must beof size which is at least t"; in other words, t > 1 issome integer representing a threshold below which thenumber of copies must not drop.Next we will precisely de�ne the SA and DA al-gorithms, and then we will discuss the results of thecomparison between them.Static Allocation: At all times, SA keeps a �xedallocation scheme, Q, which is of size t, and SA per-forms read-one-write-all. Namely, in response to awrite request issued by a processor p, SA sends theobject from p to each one of the processors in Q. Inturn, each processor of Q outputs the object in its lo-cal database. In response to a read request issued bya processor p, SA requests a copy of the object fromsome processor y 2 Q; in turn, y retrieves the replicafrom its local database and sends it to p. 2Dynamic Allocation: The DA algorithm selectsa priori a set of processors F , of size (t�1), and a pro-cessor p 62 F . The initial allocation scheme consistsof F [ p. At any point in time the processors of Fhave the latest version of the object. A read requestfrom a processor of the allocation scheme is satis�edby inputing the object from the local database. Aread request from a processor q outside the allocationscheme is satis�ed by requesting a copy of the objectfrom some processor u of F ; q saves the object in it-s local database (thus joining the allocation scheme),and u remembers that q is in the current allocationscheme by entering q in u's "join-list". A write re-quest from some processor q outputs the object to thelocal database at q, and to the local database of theprocessors in F . If q 2 F , then a copy of the objec-t is also sent to p, in order to satisfy the availabili-

ty constraint. Additionally, the write request resultsin the invalidation of the copies of the object at allthe other processors (since their version is obsolete).This is done as follows. Each processor of F sends an'invalidate' control-messages to the processors in its"join-list", except for q. 2In mobile computing, assume that the mobile pro-cessors are connected to a base station which has aprocessor and a local database. Then a natural choicefor t is 2, with F (in DA) consisting of the base-stationprocessor. Then each write from a mobile processorwill be performed locally, as well as propagated tothe base-station. The base station will invalidate thecopies at all the other mobile processors.We propose that the DA algorithm handles failuresby resorting to quorum consensus with static alloca-tion (see [14, 25]) when a processor of the set F fails.The transition occurs using the missing writes algo-rithm (see [12, 6]). Details are omitted due to spacelimitations.The comparison results, discussed next, are ob-tained for the SA and DA algorithms operating in thenormal mode (namely, in the absence of failures). Forsimplicity, in the stationary-computing model we nor-malize the cost by taking cio=1. For high-bandwidth,high speed networks the communication cost (i.e. ccand cd) may be arbitrarily close to zero. We obtain thefollowing results in this model. We show that the SAalgorithm is (1+cc+cd)-competitive. Then we showthat the DA algorithm is (2+2�cc)-competitive in gen-eral, and that the DA algorithm is (2+cc)-competitivewhen cd > 1. Interestingly, these competitiveness fac-tors are independent of the integer t which limits theminimum number of copies in the system. Then weshow that the SA algorithm is not -competitive forany  < 1 + cc + cd; therefore, when cd � 1 > 0 (i.e.,when the cost of a data-message is higher than theI/O cost) the DA algorithm is superior to the SA al-gorithm, since in this case 1 + cc + cd > 2 + cc. Thenwe show that the DA algorithm is not 1.5-competitive;therefore, when cd + cc < 0:5 (i.e., when sum of thedata-message cost and the control-message cost is low-er than 0.5) the SA algorithm is superior to the DAalgorithm, since in this case 1 + cc + cd < 1:5.The results of the comparison are summarized in�gure 1. The �gure indicates the area on the cc andcd plane for which the SA algorithm is superior, andthe area for which the DA algorithm is superior. Thearea in which cc > cd is marked "Cannot be true",since a data message cannot be less costly than a con-trol message. The reason for this is that the controlmessage includes the object-id and operation (read,write, or invalidate) �elds only, whereas the data mes-sage includes the object-id and operation (read, write,3



or invalidate) �elds, as well as the object content. Thearea marked "Unknown" represents the cc and cd val-ues for which it is currently unknown whether the DAalgorithm is superior to the SA algorithm or vice ver-sa. The reason for this uncertainty is the gap betweenthe upper and lower bound on the competitiveness ofthe DA algorithm.
Figure 1.(Stationary-computing cost model)
Figure 2.(Mobile-computing cost model)
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Then we consider the MC model. In this modelthe I/O cost is zero, the data-message cost is cd andthe control-message cost is cc. We showed that ina mobile computing environment the DA algorithm is(2+3� cccd )-competitive, whereas the SA algorithm is nolonger competitive. Thus, in such an environment theDA algorithm is strictly superior to the SA algorithm.Figure 2 illustrates this dominance of DA over SA.3 The Model3.1 Schedules and allocation schemes

A distributed system is a set of interconnected pro-cessors. The local database at a processor is a setof objects that are written on stable storage at theprocessor. Transactions operate on the object by is-suing read and write requests. In this paper we ad-dress the allocation of a single object. A schedule isa �nite sequence of read-write requests to the object,each of which is issued by a processor. For example, 0 = w2r4w3r1r2 is a schedule in which the �rst re-quest is a write from processor 2, the second requestis a read from processor 4, etc.In practice, any pair of writes, or a read and a write,are totally ordered in a schedule, however, reads canexecute concurrently. Our analysis using the mod-el applies almost verbatim even if reads between twoconsecutive writes are partially ordered.Each write request in a schedule creates a new ver-sion of the object. Given a schedule, the latest versionof the object at a request q is the version created bythe most recent write request that precedes q.Each request is mapped to a set of processors, name-ly the execution set of the request. Intuitively, for awrite request the execution set is the set of proces-sors which output the written object to their localdatabase. For a read request the execution set is theset of processors from which the object is retrieved tosatisfy the request.1An execution schedule is a schedule of requests,each with its associated execution set. For example,�0 = w2f2; 3g, r4f1; 2g, w3f2; 3g, r1f1; 2g, r2f2g is anexecution schedule of  0, where f2; 3g is the executionset of the �rst request w2, f1; 2g is the execution setof the second request r4, etc.A read request brings the object to main memoryof the processor that issued the read request, namelythe reading processor. In case of dynamic allocation,the reading processor, s, may also store the object inits local database, in order to enable future reads at sto be local. A read request that results in saving theobject in the local database is called a saving-read.An allocation schedule is an execution schedule inwhich some reads are converted into saving-reads. Asaving-read is denoted by an underlined read in theallocation schedule. For example, by converting thefourth request in �0 into a saving-read, we obtain anallocation schedule �0 = w2f2; 3g, r4f1; 2g, w3f2; 3g,r1f1; 2g, r2f2g. Observe that at the end of this alloca-tion schedule the object is stored in the local databasesof processors f1; 2; 3g.The initial allocation scheme is a set of processors.1Generally, a read request does not necessarily access a singlecopy of the object. For example, in quorum consensus (see[14, 25]), a read request retrieves a number of copies that havea read-quorum (and then discards all of them, except the onewith the most recent time-stamp).4



Intuitively, it is the set of processors that have the ob-ject in their local database before the schedule begins.Given an allocation schedule, the allocation scheme ata request q is the set of processors that have the latestversion of the object in the local database right beforeq is executed, but after the immediately-preceding re-quest is executed. The allocation scheme at the �rstrequest is the initial allocation scheme. For example,consider the allocation schedule �0 above, and the ini-tial allocation scheme f3; 4g. The allocation schemeat the �rst request w2 is f3; 4g; the allocation schemeat the second, third, and fourth requests is f2; 3g; theallocation scheme at the �fth request is f1; 2; 3g. Wede�ne a data processor at a request to be a processorwhich belongs to the allocation scheme at the request,and a non-data processor at a request to be a processorwhich is not a data processor at the request.In the introduction we mentioned a t-available con-straint. Formally, for an integer t, an allocation sched-ule satis�es the t-available constraint if the allocationscheme at every request is of size which is at leastt. For simplicity we shall assume that t is at least2. We shall also assume that t is smaller than thetotal number of processors in the network, otherwiseeach write must be propagated to all the processors ofthe network, and the problems addressed in this paperbecome trivial.Next we de�ne a legal allocation schedule. Intuitive-ly, it is an allocation schedule in which the executionset of every read request contains at least one dataprocessor. In other words, the read request accessesthe object in some processor that has a latest versionof the object in its local database. Formally, given aninitial allocation scheme, a legal allocation schedule isan allocation schedule in which the execution set of ev-ery read request has a non-empty intersection with theallocation scheme at the read request. For example,the allocation schedule �0 above is legal. However, �0will be illegal if we change the execution set of the lastrequest r2 from f2g to f4g.A legal allocation schedule � and a schedule  corre-spond to each other if  is obtained from � by eliminat-ing the execution sets, and turning every saving-readto a read. For example, �0 and  0 correspond to eachother.3.2 The cost of requests in stationary-computingWe de�ne the cost of inputting/outputting the ob-ject to the local database at a processor to be oneunit. We denote by cd the cost of transmitting a data-message from one processor to another, and we denoteby cc the cost of transmitting a control-message fromone processor to another. Observe that this de�nitionassumes a homogeneous system, in which the data-

message between every pair of processors costs cd, thecontrol-message between every pair of processors costscc, and the I/O cost is identical at all the processors.Given an allocation schedule, the cost of a requestq, denoted COST (q), is de�ned as follows. Supposethat q = ri, i.e., q is a non-saving-read from processori, and suppose that X is its execution set. In otherwords, the read request retrieves the object from thelocal database at the processors in X. If i 2 X, thenCOST (ri) = (jXj�1)�cc+jXj+(jXj�1)�cd . Intuitive-ly, (jXj�1) �cc is the cost of submitting a read requestto (jXj�1) processors, jXj is the I/O cost of inputingthe object from the local database at jXj processors,and (jXj�1) �cd is the communication cost of sendingthe object from (jXj � 1) processors to i. Otherwise,i.e., if i 62 X, then COST (ri) = jXj � (cc + 1 + cd).Suppose that q = ri, i.e., q is a saving-read fromprocessor i, and suppose that X is its execution set.Then,COST (ri) = 8>><>>: (jXj � 1) � cc + jXj+(jXj � 1) � cd + 1 if i 2 XjXj � (cc + 1 + cd) + 1 otherwiseThe cost of a saving-read is higher (by 1) than that ofa non-saving read, to account for the extra I/O costto save the object in the local database at i.Suppose that q = wi, i.e., q is a write request fromprocessor i, suppose that X is its execution set, andsuppose that Y is the allocation scheme at wi. Then,COST (wi) = 8>><>>: jY nXj � cc + (jXj � 1) � cd + jXjif i 2 X;jY nX n figj � cc + jXj � (cd + 1)otherwiseThe explanation for the write cost is as follows. Aspart of servicing the write request that creates a newallocation scheme of the object, an 'invalidate' controlmessage has to be sent to all the processors of Y nX,i.e. the processors at which the copy of the object isobsolete; these are the processors of Y (the old allo-cation scheme) that are not in X (the new allocationscheme). Thus, the �rst term in the write-cost. Theother terms are the cost of communicating the objectto the processors of the new allocation scheme, andthe cost of outputting the object to the local databaseat these processors.For an allocation schedule � = o1X1 : : : onXn and aninitial allocation scheme I, where oi is either a reador a saving-read or a write, Xi is the execution setof oi, we de�ne the cost of the allocation schedule �,denoted by COST (I; �), to be the sum of all costs ofthe read-write requests in the schedule, i.e.,COST (I; �) = nXi=1 COST (oi)5



3.3 The cost of requests in mobile-computingAssume that the cost of inputting/outputting theobject to/from the local database is zero. We still as-sume that the data message cost is cd, and the controlmessage cost is cc.Given an allocation schedule, suppose that oi is arequest in the schedule, Y is the allocation scheme atoi, and X is its execution set. The cost of request oi,denoted by COST (oi), is de�ned as follows.COST (oi) = 8>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>: (jXj � 1) � (cc + cd)if o is a read, and i 2 XjXj � (cc + cd)if o is a read, and i 62 XjY nXj � cc + (jXj � 1) � cdif o is a write, and i 2 XjY nX n figj � cc + jXj � cdif o is a write, and i 62 XThe reasoning for this cost function is identical tothe one in the previous subsection. Observe that thecost of a read request executed only locally is zero.Observe also that the cost of a saving-read does notdi�er from that of a non-saving read.3.4 Distributed object management al-gorithmsA distributed object management (DOM) algorithm(say A) is an algorithm which, given a schedule  andan initial allocation scheme, produces a correspondinglegal allocation schedule. We call this legal allocationschedule the A-allocated schedule of  and denote itby lasA( ). For an integer t > 1, a DOM algorithm ist-available constrained if every legal allocation sched-ule that it produces satis�es the t-available constraint.We de�ne the cost of the algorithm A on the sched-ule  with initial allocation scheme I to be the costof the A-allocated schedule, i.e., COST (I; lasA( )),and sometime we denote it by COSTA(I;  ). A t-available constrained DOM algorithm is cost-optimalif, for every schedule and for every initial allocationscheme, the cost of the legal allocation schedule thatit produces is minimum among all the correspondinglegal allocation schedules that satisfy the t-availableconstraint.Now we de�ne a special type of DOM algorithm,called an on-line DOM algorithm. An online DOMalgorithm consists of a sequence of online steps. Anonline step takes as input an initial allocation schemeI, a legal allocation schedule �, and a request q; it pro-duces a new legal allocation schedule � that consists ofthe pre�x � followed by q (that could be underlined)with an execution set associated with q. Intuitively,an online step appends q to �, associates an execution

set with q, and, if q is a read, possibly turns it into asaving-read.An online DOM algorithm is one that produces thelegal allocation schedule by "feeding" the requests ofthe schedule, sequentially, into an online step. Specif-ically, it provides the online step with the initial al-location scheme, the las produced in the previous in-vocation of the online step, and the next request inthe sequence. For example, given an initial allocationscheme I, the SA online algorithm produces a legalallocation schedule by feeding the requests of a sched-ule into the following online step, that we call StaticAllocation Online Step (SAOS). SAOS ignores the in-put legal allocation schedule, it associates with everywrite the execution set I, and it associates with everyread a singleton that is some member in I. Intuitively,every read request accesses the object at some proces-sor of I, and every write request is propagated to allprocessors of I.An o�ine DOM algorithm is one that is not online,namely, it can consider future requests when deter-mining the execution set of the current one.4 Analysis of on-line algorithmsIn this section we de�ne competitiveness as a per-formance measure for online DOM algorithms, thenwe present the static and dynamic on-line DOM algo-rithms, and then we analyze them in terms of compet-itiveness. The SA and DA algorithms de�ned in theintroduction are t-available constrained, where t is thesize of the initial allocation scheme. In other words,the SA and DA algorithms de�ned in the introductionbecome t-available constrained DOM's by providingthem with an initial allocation scheme of size t.4.1 CompetitivenessCompetitiveness is a widely accepted way to mea-sure the performance of an on-line algorithm (see[3, 13, 16, 23]). Intuitively, an �-competitive on-line DOM algorithm is one which, for any sched-ule, costs at most � times as much as the minimumcost. Formally, a t-available constrained DOM algo-rithm, A, is �-competitive if there are two constants� and �, such that: for an arbitrary initial allocationscheme I and an arbitrary schedule  , COSTA(I;  ) �� � COSTOPT (I;  ) + �, where OPT is an o�ine t-available constrained DOM algorithm that producesthe minimum cost legal allocation schedule for anyinput. We call � the competitiveness factor of the al-gorithm A.4.2 Static and dynamic allocation in s-tationary computing4.2.1 The Static Allocation Algorithm6



The SA algorithm was presented in the introduc-tion. In terms of our model, SA maps a schedule intothe following legal allocation schedule. Suppose thatthe initial allocation scheme is Q (of size t).SA Algorithm1. For a read request ri, if i 2 Q, then SAassociates with it the execution set fig.Otherwise, i.e., if i 62 Q, SA associateswith it the execution set that consistsof an arbitrary processor in Q.2. SA associates with every write the exe-cution set Q.Theorem 1: For any integer t, the SA algorithm is(1 + cc + cd)-competitive. 2The competitiveness factor of SA is tight in the fol-lowing sense. For any constants  (< 1 + cc + cd),and � � 0, we can construct a schedule  , such thatCOSTSA(Q; ) >  �COSTOPT (Q; ) + �. Thus, wehave the following.Proposition 1: For any constant  and for any inte-ger t, if  < 1 + cc + cd, then the algorithm SA is not-competitive.4.2.2 The dynamic allocation algorithmHere we describe the DA algorithm presented in theintroduction in terms of our model. DA selects a setof processors F of size (t � 1) and a processor p 62 F ,such that F [fpg is the initial allocation scheme. DAmaps a schedule to an legal allocation schedule in theonline steps as follows.DA Algorithm1. For a read request ri, if i is a data pro-cessor, then DA associates with it theexecution set fig. Otherwise, i.e., if iis a non-data processor, then DA asso-ciates with it the execution set that con-sists of a processor in F , and DA turnsthis read into a saving read ri.2. For a write request wj, if j 2 F [ fpg,then DA associates with it the execu-tion set F [ fpg. Otherwise, i.e., ifj 62 F [ fpg, then DA associates withit the execution set F [ fjg.Theorem 2: For any integer t, the DA algorithm is(2 + 2 � cc)-competitive.This theorem gives an upper bound of the compet-itiveness factor of DA, namely the bound (2 + 2 � cc)2Proofs of the theorems (1-4), and of propositions (1-3) areomitted due to space limitations

may not be tight. We say so because we did not �nd aschedule for which the cost of DA is exactly (2+2 � cc)� (the optimal cost) and we did not �nd a constant �(� < 2 + 2 � cc) so that DA is �-competitive. Thoughwe did not lower the competitiveness factor in gener-al, we obtained that this factor can be lowered by ccunder the condition cd > 1, i.e., the following.Theorem 3: For any integer t, if cd > 1, then theDA algorithm is (2 + cc)-competitive.Next, we obtain a lower bound of 1.5 for the com-petitiveness factor of DA, namely:Proposition 2: For any constant  and for any in-teger t, if  < 1:5, then the algorithm DA is not -competitive.4.3 Static and dynamic allocation in mo-bile computingRemember that in mobile computing with wirelesscommunication the cost of servicing requests is dom-inated by the communication cost, i.e. the I/O costis zero. We will �rst show that the static allocationalgorithm, SA, is not competitive. Then we show thatthe dynamic allocation algorithm, DA, remains com-petitive.Proposition 3: The SA algorithm is not competi-tive.Theorem 4: The DA algorithm is (2 + 3 � cccd )-competitive.Observe that since cc � cd, the competitiveness fac-tor of DA is at most 5.5 Relevant work5.1 Dynamic allocation in distributedsystemsIn [27, 17] we considered the cost and time of dy-namic allocation. However, the model there ignoresthe I/O cost and availability constraints (i.e., theyconsider only communication). Also, the model in [27]is dependent on the communication network having atree topology. The present paper removes this depen-dency.Additionally, the algorithms developed in [27] areconvergent rather than competitive. This means thefollowing. Assume that the pattern of access to eachobject is generally regular. For example, during the�rst two hours processor x executes three reads andone write per second, processor y executes �ve readsand two writes per second, etc.; during the next fourhour period processor x executes one read and onewrite per second, processor y executes two reads andtwo writes, and so on. Then, a convergent algorith-7



m will move to the optimal allocation scheme for theglobal read-write pattern during the �rst two hours,then it will converge to the optimal allocation schemefor the global read-write pattern during the next fourhours, etc.Competitiveness and convergence are two criteriafor evaluating online algorithms. A competitive al-gorithm may not converge to the optimal allocationscheme when the read-write pattern stabilizes, and aconvergent algorithm may unboundedly diverge fromthe optimumwhen the read-write pattern is irregular.A competitive online algorithm is more appropriate forchaotic read-write patterns, in which the past accesspattern does not provide any indication to the futureread-write pattern. In contrast, a convergent onlinealgorithm is more appropriate for regular read-writepatterns (although it is not guaranteed that a conver-gent algorithm will always outperform a competitiveone, even for regular read-write patterns).In [28] we developed a di�erent algorithm that isalso convergent rather than competitive. In [17] wedeveloped a competitive algorithm, called CDDR, fora model that ignores the I/O cost and the availabilityconstraints. The DA algorithm presented here is to-tally di�erent than CDDR. Furthermore, the CDDRalgorithm is not competitive when the I/O cost andthe availability constraints are taken into considera-tion.There has also been work addressing dynamic ob-ject allocation algorithms in [3]. However, the modelthere does not allow concurrent requests, and it re-quires centralized decision making by a processor thatis aware of all the requests in the network. In contrast,our algorithms are distributed, and allow concurrentread-write requests. Additionally, the model in [3] al-so concentrates exclusively on communication, and itdoes not consider I/O cost and availability constraints.The two main purposes of replicated data are in-creased availability and performance. No other workof which we are aware, quantitatively compares staticand dynamic allocation, while considering both pur-poses of data replication and treating I/O and com-munication costs in a uni�ed model.Static allocation was studied in [26, 9], however notfrom an online-algorithmic point of view. In otherwords, these works address the following �le-allocationproblem. They assume that the read-write pattern ateach processor is known a priori and they �nd theoptimal static allocation scheme. However, works on�le-allocation problem do not quantify the cost penal-ty if the read-write pattern is not known. In contrast,in this paper we do so.5.2 Caching and virtual memoryIn the computer architecture and operating system-

s literature there are studies of two subjects relatedto dynamic allocation, namely caching and distribut-ed virtual memory (see [2, 1, 4, 5, 8, 10, 11, 19, 16,18, 20, 21, 22, 24, 29]). In these methods, when aprocessor issues a read to a shared page that is notin its memory, a read-page-fault is triggered and thepage-fault interrupt handler requests the page fromanother processor; when received, the page is cachedlocally. There are various ways of handling writes, butone, called write-invalidation, is closely related to ourDA algorithm. The write-invalidation method callsfor a processor that issues a write to a cached page toinvalidate all other cached copies of the page beforeupdating its own.However, there are several important di�erences be-tween Caching and Distributed Virtual Memory (CD-VM) on one hand, and replicated data in distribut-ed systems on the other. Therefore, our results havenot been obtained previously. First, CDVM methodshave been devised for performance enhancement only,whereas in databases replication has two objectives,enhanced performance and availability. Consequent-ly, CDVM methods do not have a threshold on theminimum number of copies, whereas in this paper weassumed such a threshold.Second, the size of the cache is limited. Thus impor-tant issues in CDVM literature are cache utilization,and page replacement strategy (e.g. LRU, MRU, etc.),namely which page to replace in the cache when thecache is full and a new page has to be brought in.In other words, in contrast to replicated data in dis-tributed systems, which may reside on secondary (andeven tertiary) storage, in CDVM literature a page is"uncached" not only as a result of writes, but also asa results of limited storage. One may argue whetheror not limited storage is a major issue in distribut-ed databases, however, in this paper we assumed thatstorage at a processor is abundant.Third, the appropriate cost and performance mea-sures for replicated data are di�erent from cost andperformance measures for CDVM. For example, whena page that is read is found in the cache, no I/O costis incurred. On the other hand, even when an objectis replicated at a processor, it may reside in secondarystorage, leading to an I/O cost incurred at the time ofread.Fourth, the architecture assumed in most CDVMmethods is bus-based (e.g. [2, 10, 11, 21]). This ar-chitecture supports broadcast at the same cost as asingle-cast, and on the other hand incurs contention.In contrast, in this paper we assumed point-to-pointcommunication.The present work is also related to replicated �lesystems, such as CODA (in [18, 24]). However, these8



works also assume that in the absence of failures theallocation scheme is �xed.6 Discussion6.1 ConclusionIn this paper we addressed the problem of auto-matic allocation and replication of a single objec-t in a distributed system. Particularly, we con-sidered distributed-object-management (DOM) algo-rithms. Such an algorithm services read-write requestsby mapping the request to a set of processors that willexecute it. Additionally, the algorithm determines theallocation scheme of the object, namely the set of pro-cessors that store the object in their local database.The allocation scheme may change over time, as read-write requests are processed.We introduced a model for analyzing the cost of dis-tributed object management algorithms in stationaryand mobile computing environments. The di�erencebetween the two cost models is that in mobile comput-ing, because of wireless communication charges, theI/O cost becomes insigni�cant. On the other hand, instationary computing the I/O may dominate the costof servicing read-write requests.We discussed distributed-object-management algo-rithms on two dimensions. First, the knowledge lev-el of the algorithm. O�ine algorithms have a prioriknowledge of all read-write requests, whereas onlinealgorithms do not do so; they have to service a re-quest and determine the allocation scheme withoutknowing the future requests. O�ine algorithms wereused as a yardstick to evaluate the performance of on-line algorithms. The second dimension is variation ofthe allocation scheme. A static algorithm does notvary the allocation scheme while processing reads andwrites, whereas a dynamic algorithm does so.We also introduced the dynamic allocation (DA) al-gorithm. In DA, whenever a processor reads a copy ofthe object, it saves the copy in its local database. Thenwe compared the DA algorithm with the tradition-al, read-one-write-all, static allocation (SA) algorith-m. We showed that in the stationary computing mod-el, the SA algorithm is tightly (1+cc+cd)-competitive,the DA algorithm is (2+2 � cc)-competitive, and whencd > 1 the DA algorithm is (2+cc)-competitive; cc isthe ratio of the cost of transmitting a control messageto the cost of inputting/outputting the object to thelocal database on secondary storage, and cd is the ra-tio of the cost of transmitting the object between twoprocessors to the I/O cost. A DOM algorithm is �-competitive if the ratio of the cost of the algorithm tothe optimal cost is at most�, for an arbitrary sequenceof read-write requests. These results are summarizedin �gure 1 in the section 2. The area of �gure 1 that

is marked "Unknown" represents the cc and cd valuesfor which it is currently unknown whether the DA al-gorithm is superior to the SA algorithm or vice versa.The reason for this uncertainty is that there is a gapbetween the upper and lower bound on the competi-tiveness of the DA algorithm. This gap is the subjectof future research.Then we showed that in mobile computing the SAalgorithm is not competitive, while the DA algorith-m remains competitive. Hence the DA algorithm isstrictly superior to the SA algorithm, as indicated in�gure 2 of the section 2.6.2 Application to versioning and othertypes of requestsThe results obtained in this paper are applicableverbatim to the following append-only distributed-database model. Consider a set S of processors, anda sequence of objects generated by these processors,each by a processor. For example, the objects areimages transmitted, one per minute, by a satellite.Each one of the images is received at (generated by)some earth-station, and all the stations comprise theset S. Alternatively, the sequence of objects is thesubsequence of images that satisfy a certain predicate(e.g., an aircraft is identi�ed in the image).For reliability, each object must be stored at t ormore processors. Each processor of S is also readingthe latest object in the sequence at arbitrary points intime.SA and DA are two possible algorithms for manag-ing the sequence of objects. SA means that there isa �xed set of t processors with a permanent standing-order to receive the latest object; The other processorsissue on-demand read requests. DA means that t� 1processors have permanent standing-orders; whenev-er another processor needs the latest version it issuesa temporary standing-order. The standing order isinvalidated when the next object in the sequence isreceived.AcknowledgementWe would like to thank the anonymous referees fortheir valuable suggestions to improve the presentationof the paper.References[1] A. Agarwal, R. Simoni, J. Hennessy, and M.Horowitz, "An Evaluation of Directory Schemesfor Cache Coherence", Proc. of the 15-th Int'lSymp. on Computer Architecture, June 1988[2] J. Archibald and J. Baer, "An Evaluation ofCache Coherence Solutions in Shared-Bus Multi-9
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